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This month has seen Central Banks confirming changes in monetary policy signalled earlier in the year. 

The President of the ECB, Mario Draghi, citing “continued weakness and pervasive uncertainty” 

announced cuts to the bank’s forecasts. Whilst he was referring to European growth, he was also 

reflecting the slowdown in global growth rates. European interest rates will now not rise until at least 

the end of the year. Additionally, the much-vaunted shrinking of the balance sheet will now not take 

place until after rates begin to rise. This is a significant change in policy guidance. In China, the 

manufacturing purchasing managers index, a valued leading indicator, has fallen again and in the US the 

latest construction figures showed an unexpected fall and the job creation figures came in well below 

expected. The response of the Fed was to deliver a softer message on interest rates, now expecting 

no further hikes this year and only one in 2020. The response of the Chinese has been to increase the 

budget deficit to 2.8% of GDP and introduce tax cuts to boost spending – an action that is already 

being seen in retail sales numbers.  

Overshadowed by Brexit, the improvement in the state of UK finances has gone unreported this 

month with borrowing likely to be only 1.1% of GDP in 2019. UK Manufacturing sector activity 

continued to indicate expansion in the economy, although there is concern that this has been 

influenced by stockpiling ahead of Brexit. Data from the services sector, which accounts for 80% of the 

UK economy, shows business optimism has fallen sharply. The Bank of England estimated that Brexit 

had taken its toll on corporate investment predicting that uncertainty had cut investment by between 

6% and 14%. The Office for Budgetary Responsibility has cut its forecast for growth in the UK this 

year from 1.6% to 1.2%, lower than the consensus. Brexit news has overwhelmed the headlines with 

all sides now well and truly fed up with the process. The response from the EU to the recent no deal 

Brexit rejection by Parliament was to declare that this was like “the Titanic voting for the iceberg to 

get out of the way”. The formal deadline for departure has been pushed back until at least the 12th 

April with the prospect of an even longer extension to May 22nd. However, in the latest twist, 

Parliament wrested control of the process from the Government and, having done so, failed to agree 

on any of the 8 indicative (non-binding) votes. So new plans A-H all failed to get agreement. Even the 

promise of Theresa May falling on her sword has not broken the current impasse. 

 

Sterling has been volatile this month, reflecting the ebbs and flows of sentiment about Brexit. Having 

re-priced the over dramatic sell off in December, global markets are now back to where they were 

before, worrying about growth rates around the world. Central Bank response to economic slowing 

was initially received positively, as markets priced in a more benign monetary environment. More 

recently, markets have gone back to fretting about the effects of slower growth and full employment 

on company profit margins. In the UK for example, inflation in February was 1.9%, outstripped by 

wages growth which rose by 3.4%. In more normal times markets would be discounting rate increases 

in the UK but these are anything but normal times. 
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Most industries have their fair share of acronyms and shorthand but the financial services industry is 

notoriously bad. Every so often we tackle one of these and this month is the turn of OEICS and Unit 

Trusts. Both are open-ended collective investment schemes, designed to invest in other companies or 

funds although they are governed by different legal structures: trust law for unit trusts and company 

law for OEICs. They are called “open ended” because the fund manager can create new shares or 

units in the fund to meet investor demand. The price of each share or unit depends on the net asset 

value of the underlying investment portfolio. With an OEIC, as investors buy and sell the fund, shares 

are created and cancelled. An OEIC has a single price, fixed once a day. Unit Trusts, as the name 

implies are sold in units. If you are selling back units you will be given the bid price. If you are buying 

units you will be given the offer price. This means that there are two prices for a Unit Trust with the 

difference known as the bid-offer spread.  

FTSE 100 >7194.19| DOW >25,625.59 | HANG SENG >28,775.21| GOLD > 1,310.8 | £1= 1.31| £1 = €1.17 

Please note: these are the views of McLaren Capital Ltd and in no way represent any form of advice or promotion. Please do not act on any 
component of this email unless you have taken advice from us or your Financial Adviser. Please also remember that investments can go down as 

well as up. You are receiving this email because you have opted in to our mailing list. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking here. 
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